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With the economy in free-fall and the government teetering on the verge of collapse, Jort has never been
more thankful for the bunker in his back yard. But when Jort is usually asked what he’ Now Jort and his
handsome bitcoin, Limbo, are discovering that the worth of each additional’s not as prepared while he once
thought.Now Jort is thrust in to the crazy world of bitcoin, a decentralized cryptocurrancey that’ Hoping

to impress one of the attractive open-source coins, Jort schedules a sizzling date at a extravagant
restaurant.s in popular.s doing with all of his money, the doomsday prepper quickly realizes that he’s

buttholes are skyrocketing, and the best transaction moving forward is a hardcore anal pounding!This erotic
tale is 4,200 words of sizzling human on block-chain based action, including anal, blowjobs, rough sex, cream

pies, and sentient digital monetary unit love.
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This book provided the private keys to the bunker, ... This book provided the private keys to the bunker,
loaded the hardware wallet and cashed in on the chain splits. Like many other things in life Like many other
things in life, I was been lured into bitcoin investing by the mysterious and Asian sounding founder, Satoshi
Nakamoto. But LOVE is. I must have read it a dozen occasions and I still discover new and useful insights...
Bitcoins might not be real . Done well, Chuck Tingle. Well done. While I quickly moved on from Bitcoin to
investing in the modern and better scaling Ethereum and Ripple, and thankfully so, this book had not been
so easy to go on from. Another seminal function from the master.
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